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Session Objectives

1) Describe nine research-related compliance areas that may be seen 
on a research award

2) Identify the governing rules and regulations specific to each 
compliance area

3) Discuss audit tips and techniques for auditing each compliance area
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American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA)



American Recovery and Reinvestment Act –
Overview

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 
(ARRA) was signed into law on February 17, 2009. 

> ARRA allocated $21.5 billion (of a total $787 billion) directly to support 
research activities, providing funding for a broad array of opportunities

> ARRA funding also ushered in a new standard for oversight and 
accountability of the use of funds, aiming to increase transparency 
regarding how tax payer dollars are being spent

> ARRA requires new disclosures and reporting which increased the 
level of information reported and the visibility to the public
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American Recovery and Reinvestment Act –
Common Issues or Concerns

Complying with the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act raises challenges that internal audit needs to be aware of:

> All awards funded by ARRA require awardees to submit quarterly 
reports for all ARRA awards received

> ARRA funds have stricter Buy American provisions, wage rate 
requirements, and cannot be used for construction of casinos, zoos, 
golf courses, or aquariums 

> ARRA funds must be separately recorded and accounted for in an 
institution’s accounting system

> ARRA funding was only designed to be provided for a limited time to 
“jump start” the economy

- All ARRA funding has now been obligated, and must be spent by 
Sep. 30, 2013

- What will be the impact of the end of the funding period at your institution?
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American Recovery and Reinvestment Act –
Specific Audit Steps

Potential audit steps related to ARRA may include:
> Review unallowable costs related to ARRA-specific regulations
> Verify there is an appropriate separation of ARRA funds within the 

institution’s financial system
> Review the high-level spend/burn rate for a project budget to determine if 

the project is meeting or on-pace for the time-bound spending goals of 
ARRA funds (and will stay within budget)

> Test a sample of invoices to confirm appropriate vendor payment 
information

> Review methodology for calculating number of jobs created or retained
> Search www.recovery.gov for population of awards to ensure they were 

properly reported
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Conflicts of Interest



Conflicts of Interest –
Definition

> A conflict of interest (COI) is a situation in which financial or other 
personal considerations have the potential to compromise or bias 
professional judgment and objectivity

- COI may be real or perceived; a conflict of interest implies only the 
potential for bias, not a likelihood

- Though largely thought of in a financial context, COIs may also be related 
to relationships, previous experience, outside activities, etc.

- COIs may be on an individual or institutional basis, or within a specific 
internal operation or department

> COI has been at the forefront of Congressional focus in the past two 
years, and new regulations are being considered and implemented  
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Conflicts of Interest –
Upcoming Regulatory Changes

The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) has issued 
a final rule related to changes to COI regulations.  Institutions have 
until August 24, 2012, to be in full compliance with changes 
including:

> A reduced threshold for what is considered a significant financial interest 
(SFI) that needs to be disclosed (now $5,000)

> The timing used to consider if an SFI exists is the preceding 12 months
> Reimbursement or payment of travel costs need to be included
> Institutions, not the Principle Investigator (PI), are now responsible for 

determining if the SFI is related to DHHS funded research and if it 
constitutes a COI

> Identified COIs must be made available to the public, along with a 
published copy of the institution’s COI policy

> COI requirements also flowdown to an institution’s subrecipients
13



Conflicts of Interest –
Common Issues or Concerns

Concerns and challenges related to appropriately 
identifying and monitoring individual or institutional conflicts 
may include:

> Potential for research misconduct due to COIs
> Human subject safety and awareness (if applicable)
> Defining what constitutes a conflict
> Determining what level of financial interest needs to be disclosed
> Ownership of the COI process
> Creating a successful conflict management plan
> Tracking and monitoring management plans
> Discovering undisclosed conflicts
> Training faculty on new COI policies
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Conflicts of Interest –
Specific Audit Steps

Potential audit steps related to conflict of interest may 
include:

> Assess the institution’s COI policy
- Who has to submit COI information?
- How frequently is information collected?
- How is information collected and stored (e.g., electronic or paper process)?
- Who owns the COI process?
- What is done when conflicts are identified?
- How do you ensure faculty comply with management plans?

> Review a sample of faculty COI disclosures against research 
performed or the faculty’s annual self-evaluation

> Review any conflict management plans against actual procedures and 
practices
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Data Management



Data Management –
Overview

Data management encompasses a variety of activities – from 
collection and analysis to documentation, publication, and 
preservation. 

> Data management issues include all stages of research from 
conceptualization of a project to the archiving and disposal of research 
materials

> Data is a collection of facts, measurements, or observations used to 
make inferences

> It should explain why research was done, how it was done, what did 
and didn’t happen, and what's next

> Data should be documented clearly to allow another researcher the 
ability to repeat the experiment
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Data Management –
Common Issues or Concerns

Challenges surrounding data management that internal audit 
needs to be aware of may include:

> Ownership of data may depend on who sponsors the research
> The increasing use of technology in research projects for data 

collection, storage, analysis, archival, etc., can create additional 
integrity concerns

> Sponsors have requirements related to the timely sharing of data, to 
help foster the transfer of ideas and further research

> Legally, data needs to be retained for patent protection and in case 
there are any misconduct allegations pending based on the data
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Data Management –
Specific Audit Steps

Potential audit steps related to data management may 
include:

> Assess whether there is an appropriate data management plan, 
according to sponsor regulations

> Review record-retention policies and procedures, focusing on:
- Ensuring records are maintained correctly after submission of final report 

by reviewing award files, including closed awards, 
- Comparing institutional policies against sponsor regulations, and
- Understanding institutional procedures for storing records (electronic 

versus hard-copy)

> Verify records demonstrating completion of training for research staff
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Effort Reporting



Effort Reporting –
Overview

Effort reporting is a method by which an institution attests to 
the federal government that salaries charged to sponsored 
agreements or facilities and administrative (F&A) activities 
represents a reasonable reflection of effort devoted to those 
activities.

> Because there is not a standard definition of expected effort (e.g., 
hours based calculation) related to salary amounts provided on 
research awards, effort reporting has been developed as the method 
to verify that the personnel costs charged are appropriate
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Effort Reporting –
Overview (cont.)

> OMB Circular A-21 requires that effort reporting being completed at 
least annually, though many institutions’ processes certify effort more 
frequently

> Circular A-21 also includes details related to the requirements of an 
effort reporting system, and provides three different “acceptable 
methods”

- Plan confirmation
- After the fact activity records
- Multiple confirmation records

> The main requirements of an effort reporting method is that it captures 
all work activities for an individual, separates each sponsored activity, 
utilizes some form of “after the fact” confirmation, and are certified by 
someone with first-hand knowledge or “suitable means of verification”
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Effort Reporting –
Common Issues or Concerns

Institutions should be aware of potential challenges involving 
effort reporting, including:

> Not including all activities which constitute and individuals Institutional 
Base Salary in the effort certification

- Effort certifications should include all activities, not just research work

> Certification by someone without a suitable means of verification
> Certified effort does not accurately reflect the amount of work related 

to each work activity
- Effort certifications are often initially created off of payroll data, but should ultimately 

reflect how time was spent and not how salary was allocated
- Often run into issues involving cost sharing or researchers performing work on “their 

own time”

> Effort or salary distribution which does not match that committed
> Late reports or late cost transfers
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Effort Reporting –
Specific Audit Steps

Potential audit steps related to effort reporting may include:
> Review institutional policies and practices to determine compliance 

with requirements of OMB Circular A-21
> Select a sample of effort certifications and perform testing, including:

- Ensure effort percentages listed total 100 percent
- Interview the named employee to determine if percentages listed are 

appropriate given the level of effort for work activities throughout the period
- Review other documentation available (e.g., employee calendars, 

timesheets, performance evaluations or self-assessments) to determine if 
the certified effort matches the activities performed

> Perform data analytics to identify late certifications or delayed costs 
transfers related to the effort reporting process

> Extra measures for employees with high sponsored effort (e.g., >80%)
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Export Controls



Export Controls –
Overview

Export control regulations are sanction mechanisms intended 
to advance United States trade interests and foreign policy 
initiatives, and to protect and promote our national security.  
Regulations apply to the transfer of goods, services, and 
related information to individuals outside of the United 
States.

> Export controls are governed by three federally-managed lists: 
- International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR); Department of State
- Export Administration Regulations (EAR); Department of Commerce
- Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC); Department of the Treasury
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Export Controls –
Overview (cont.)

Export controls regulations also apply to employees or 
visitors of an institution.

> Institutions must complete an export controls certification when 
employing foreign nationals

> Controlled items can be “deemed” exports while within the US (even 
while at an institution) if access is granted to certain foreign nationals
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Export Controls –
Common Issues or Concerns

Institutions should be aware of potential challenges involving 
export controls regulations, including:

> Applicability of exemptions
> “Deemed” exports
> Licensing
> Shipping and payments to foreign persons outside the U.S.
> Foreign travel 

- Physically taking items with you on a trip such as:
• Laptop or cell phone
• Mechanical equipment and technology
• Physical data (e.g., blueprints, drawings, schematics)
• Other “tools of the trade”
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Export Controls –
Specific Audit Steps

Potential audit steps related to export controls may include:
> Review institutional practices for how controlled items are tracked and 

reviewed
> Test a sample of international shipments to understand if an export 

control determination was made
> Perform physical checks of controlled items to validate that they are 

appropriately safeguarded
> Interview Principal Investigators (PIs) with international activities to 

determine their understanding of export control regulations and 
identify potential gaps in institutional practices
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Human and Animal Subjects



Human and Animal Subjects –
Definitions

> A human subject is defined as a living individual about whom a 
researcher (whether a professional or a student) obtains data through 
intervention or interaction with the individual or from individually 
identifiable information

> Animal subject research includes the use of live, vertebrate animals 
for testing, research, or instructional purposes as well as the use of 
non-living vertebrate materials and the noninvasive observation of 
wildlife
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Human and Animal Subjects –
Overview

> Human Subject Research is controlled at an institution based on 
oversight and monitoring by the Institutional Review Board (IRB)  

- The IRB is responsible for approving any research protocols involving 
human subjects, and monitoring the conduct of these research activities

> Research involving animal subjects is controlled at an institution 
based on oversight and monitoring by the Institutional Animal Care 
and Use Committee (IACUC)

- The IACUC is responsible for approving any research protocols involving 
animal subjects, and monitoring the conduct of these research activities
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Human and Animal Subjects –
Common Issues or Concerns

Performing research involving human and animal subjects 
presents many concerns to be aware of, including:

> Health and welfare of subjects
> Appropriate approval of research protocol
> Monitoring processes to ensure protocols are followed
> Training faculty and staff
> Informed consent
> Allowability of costs
> Participant payments and cash handling controls
> Protection of personal information
> Split costs



Human and Animal Subjects –
Specific Audit Steps

Potential audit steps related to human and animal subjects 
may include:

> Human Subjects
- Assess the overall workload 

of the IRB and evaluate whether 
proposals are receiving 
meaningful review and approval

- Confirm that work is being 
performed according to the 
approved IRB protocol

- Confirm that informed consent 
forms have been obtained

- Review the process for protection 
of personally identifiable information 
(PII)
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> Animal Subjects 
- Assess the overall workload of 

the IACUC and evaluate whether 
proposals are receiving 
meaningful review and approval

- Review the IACUC approval and 
confirm that work is being 
performed according to the 
approved protocol 

- Procurement of research animals
- Analyze costs charged to 

research awards to determine if 
costs are being appropriately 
charged
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Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer



Intellectual Property and Technology 
Transfer – Definitions

> Intellectual Property (IP) is a form of property rights created by law, 
whether statutory or common law, which confer legally enforceable 
exclusive rights in economically valuable creations of the human mind  

- Common forms of IP at a university include:
• Patents
• Copyrights
• Trademarks

> Technology Transfer is the handing off of intellectual property rights 
from the university to the for-profit sector for purposes of 
commercialization (such as discovery of an enzyme to be used in a 
new medication)
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Intellectual Property and Technology 
Transfer – Common Issues or Concerns

Challenges surrounding IP and technology transfer that 
internal audit needs to be aware of may include:

> Ownership of data
- Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 gave non-profit institutions and small businesses 

the right to elect title (i.e., ownership rights) to their inventions that had 
been sponsored by federal funds (rather than making all federally-
sponsored inventions government property).

> Disclosure requirements
> Protecting patents, copyrights, and trademarks
> Licensing
> Legal issues
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Intellectual Property and Technology 
Transfer – Specific Audit Steps

Potential audit steps for a review of IP and technology 
transfer may include:

> Review processes and procedures for identifying intellectual property

> Identify potential conflicts of interest that could impact 
commercialization or have impacted the research performed

> Verify licensed technology of IP is tracked and recorded

> Assess recording of revenue from licensed technology or IP and 
payment of royalties, if applicable

> Evaluate timeliness of reporting to sponsors
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Responsible Conduct of Research Training



Responsible Conduct of Research Training –
Overview 

Since federally-funded research is really tax-payer 
supported, researchers have an obligation to conduct their 
activities in a responsible manner.  

> Many sponsors, including the National Science Foundation (NSF) and 
National Institutes of Health (NIH), have created training requirements 
surrounding the Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR) for students 
and post-docs working on research awards  

> While there are no specific curriculum requirements, most successful 
RCR trainings include the following topics:

- Acquisition, Management, 
Sharing, and Ownership 
of Data 

- Animal Welfare 
- Authorship/Plagiarism 
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- Collaboration
- Conflicts of Interest 
- Human Subject 

Protections 
- Mentoring 

- Peer Review 
- Research Misconduct



Responsible Conduct of Research Training –
Common Issues or Concerns

Challenges surrounding responsible conduct of research 
training that internal audit needs to be aware of may include:

> Identification of research staff needing to receive RCR training

> Documentation of research staff receiving training

> Attestations included in grant proposals (as required by the sponsor)

> Effectiveness and completeness of RCR training materials
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Responsible Conduct of Research Training –
Specific Audit Steps

Potential audit steps related to responsible conduct of 
research training may include:

> Review the training materials utilized by the institution and determine if 
they meet the requirements of RCR training

> Test a sample of research proposals submitted to federal sponsors 
(e.g., NSF and NIH) to validate if necessary RCR disclosures or plans 
are included

> Verify records demonstrating completion of training for research staff
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Travel



Travel –
Overview

Travel-related costs include expenses for meals, lodging, 
transportation, and related items.  

> Many research projects will require some aspect of travel, both 
international and domestic, for activities such as conferences or 
fieldwork

> Travel costs are often an area that is scrutinized by auditors and 
which may reveal instances of fraud or misuse of funds

> Travel costs are subject to several specific requirements, including:
- Established per diem rates 
- Lowest commercial discount airfare
- Fly America Act
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Travel –
Common Issues and Concerns

Because travel related expenses are incurred outside of an 
institution’s standard operating environment (i.e., by an 
“unsupervised” employee or group of employees off-site), 
there are many potential concerns that arise.  

> With respect to research travel costs, it is important to maintain 
appropriate documentation to support the business purpose of all 
travel expenses and provide adequate justification for charging the 
costs to a sponsored award

> Common issues related to travel costs may include:
- Unsupportable or unrelated business purpose
- Payment for an inappropriate person (e.g., traveling with a spouse)
- Costs in excess of established norms
- Traveling internationally, when only domestic travel was approved
- Unallowable costs (e.g., alcohol with meals)
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Travel –
Specific Audit Steps

Potential audit steps related to travel may include:
> Review submitted expense reimbursements or travel costs and 

determine if documentation contains sufficient support to justify the 
purpose of the trip

> Ensure that travel costs are appropriately budgeted in the award, and 
compare the trip’s purpose to any specifics listed in the award 

> Look for anomalies in documentation, such as charges for flights 
without related hotel stays, or receipts from cities other than where the 
travel occurred
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Upcoming ACUA Webinars and Events

June 13, 2012
Mike Vernick, Hogan Lovells
Kimberly Ginn, Baker Tilly

“What to Watch Out for – Recent Research Settlements and 
Audit Focus Areas”

September 9-13, 2012
ACUA Annual Conference

San Antonio, Texas
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Additional resources

> ACUA 
- Promoting Internal Audit: 

www.acua.org/movie
- Listserv: acua-l@associationlists.com
- Forums: www.acua.org

> Baker Tilly
- www.bakertilly.com/Higher-Education

> The Office of Hopkins Internal Audit
- www.jhu.edu/ohia/hopkinsia.html 

> Council on Governmental Relations
- www.cogr.edu/

> National Council of University 
Research Administrators

- www.ncura.edu

> Society of Research Administrators
- www.srainternational.org
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Contact information

Thank you for participating today! Remember CPE certificates will be emailed 
to you by ACUA Headquarters in about three weeks.

Frank Bossle Raina Rose Tagle Kim Ginn
443 997 6394 703 923 8251 703 923 8677 
fbossle@jhmi.edu raina.rosetagle@bakertilly.com kim.ginn@bakertilly.com 

acua-info@goamp.com
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Required disclosure and Circular 230 
Prominent Disclosure

The information provided here is of a general nature and is not intended to address 
the specific circumstances of any individual or entity. In specific circumstances, the 
services of a professional should be sought. 

Pursuant to the rules of professional conduct set forth in Circular 230, as 
promulgated by the United States Department of the Treasury, nothing contained in 
this communication was intended or written to be used by any taxpayer for the 
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer by the Internal 
Revenue Service, and it cannot be used by any taxpayer for such purpose. No one, 
without our express prior written permission, may use or refer to any tax advice in 
this communication in promoting, marketing, or recommending a partnership or 
other entity, investment plan or arrangement to any other party.

Baker Tilly refers to Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP, an independently owned and 
managed member of Baker Tilly International. © 2012 Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, 
LLP. 
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